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Here you can find the menu of Great Wall Chinese in Fargo. At the moment, there are 16 meals and drinks on
the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Great Wall Chinese:

the restaurant is small, but has a car ride thru. there are sitting places, but it is very small. you are in a ground,
but the family atmosphere is beautiful. I had pfeffersteak and it was delicious. I also had fried rice. there were
many fresh vegetables. it's one of my favorite lunches. I like eating, it's what keeps me back and the excellent

service. read more. The premises in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a
wheelchair or physical limitations. What User doesn't like about Great Wall Chinese:

The restaurant itself felt a little dirty as I waited to pick up my food. The woman who helped me was very nice,
though. Overall, my food experience did not go well. My food was cold and the chicken tasted like it wasn’t fully

cooked. There also was a lot of fat on my chicken. read more. In Great Wall Chinese from Fargo, expect
versatile, scrumptious Chinese cuisine that's authentically cooked in a wok, on the daily specials there are also a

lot of Asian meals. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Great Wall Chinese. Anyone who
finds the normal and generally known dishes too boring can here approach with a willingness to experiment and

try some exciting combination of ingredients consume.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Appet�er
CRAB RANGOON

Soup
EGG DROP SOUP

Beef
PEPPER STEAK

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

CHICKEN BREAST

TUNA STEAK

Ingredient� Use�
VEGETABLES

CHICKEN

EGG

SHRIMP

MEAT

BROCCOLI
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